Bodipy dyes with integral phenanthroline and terpyridine units heteroleptically assemble in the presence of zinc(II) ions to form energy transfer cassettes. These discrete complexes exhibit an approach to modularly designed efficient energy transfer and light harvesting systems through metal ion coordination.
of such systems, besides obtaining large pseudo-Stokes shift chromophore dyads or triads, are mimicking parts of the photosynthetic process and concentrating solar radiation at a single region of the spectrum. 8 Potential benefits can be significant, considering a much reduced area for the required photovoltaic device.
Bodipy dyes 9 with their remarkably rich chemistry 10 appeared in many dendritic and supramolecular assemblies. 8b,11 However, energy transfer in a metallosupramolecular system was not reported. Needless to say, metal ion guided assembly of different functional units in a supramolecular device is an intriguing possibility.
In this work, our aim was to bring together Bodipy units with different absorptionÀemission characteristics in close proximity in order to enhance F€ orster-type through space energy transfer. Once appropriate and complementary modules are obtained, it would be just a straightforward "mix-and-match" in bringing together these modules for efficient energy transfer and light harvesting.
The ligands used in this study are shown below in Figure 1 . Ligands 1 and 3 were synthesized by Sonogashira couplings of appropriately functionalized precursors (Supporting Information). Ligand 2 was reported previously by our group. 1a In order to improve solubility in organic solvents, the 8-position of the Bodipy dyes carry a 3,5-didecyloxyphenyl substituent.
Terpyridyl and phenanthrolines are good ligands for many transition metals. Zn(II) forms hexa-or pentacoordinate complexes with these ligands. Previous work has established 12 that to ensure heteroleptic coordination, one of the ligands should have bulky substituents near the donor atoms to block homoleptic coordination. To further reduce the chances of homoleptic interaction, the order of addition of ligands can be arranged as needed.
The Zn(II) complex of the ligand 1 was prepared by simply dissolving the ligand in a 80:20 CDCl 3 /CD 3 OD mixture and then refluxing in the presence of 1 molar equiv of zinc triflate. The complex structure ( Figure 2 ) and the stoichiometry were confirmed by ESI-mass and In these two heteroleptic complexes, the energy donor Bodipy dyes are the same, the 2-substituted Bodipy derivative with an emission maximum of 550 nm. Ligand 1 carries two of these donor or antenna chromophores. Thus, in the first heteroleptic complex there are a total of four donor chromophores (Figure 3) . The central ligand carries one longer wavelength absorbing 2,6-disubstituted Bodipy derivative, with an absorption maximum of 575 nm and an emission maximum of 607 nm. Naturally, the spectral overlap is large.
The other heteroleptic complex (Figure 4 ) was prepared in order to test the limits of spectral overlap, as in this complex the energy acceptor chromophore has an absorption peak at 650 nm. Thus, in this complex the donor emission (λ max 563 nm) and the acceptor absorption bands are separated, reducing the spectral overlap between the two types of chromophores.
Absorption spectra (Figure 5 ) of the complex 1-Zn(II)-2-Zn(II)-1 and the components were acquired in CHCl 3 À MeOH (8/2). Considering the extinction coefficients of the building blocks, it is not suprising that, in the heteroleptic complex, the energy acceptor core Bodipy absorption band appears as a shoulder at the same region as the free acceptor chromophore at the same concentration. Based on the emission data ( Figure 6 ) an energy transfer efficiency of 82% can be calculated considering the changes in the donor emission.
On the other hand, absorption spectra of the 1-Zn(II)-3 complex ( Figure 7) seems to be the simple sum of the absorptions of the two contributing chromophores, as expected. Emission spectra reveal the extent of energy transfer: In the first complex (1-Zn(II)-2-Zn(II)-1, Figure 3) , when excited at the donor chromophore's absorption maximum, the emission intensity from the Bodipy donors drop to one-fifth of the intensity of the free Bodipy complex at the same concentration.
Concomitantly the emission at the long wavelength band increases 70% compared to the acceptor chromophore excited at the donor absorption peak (550 nm).
In the 1:1 complex described above, even though the donor and acceptor peaks are somewhat separated, energy transfer upon formation of the heteroleptic complex is clearly evident. The emission "leak" in the form of emission from the energy donor Bodipy is only 20%. In other words, heteroleptic complex formation quenches the donor emission significantly and results in 80% efficiency in energy transfer calculated on the basis of donor quenching. Moreover, the antenna effect at 675 nm, where the acceptor emission band is located, is more than 2-fold (Figure 8 ).
Excitation spectra for both heteroleptic complexes support energy transfer as well (Supporting Information). The role of zinc ions in directing energy transfer is clear as shown by the fact that no such spectral changes are observed when these dyes at the concentrations of this study are brought together in the absence of zinc ions.
In conclusion, we have shown that modular building blocks using metal ion directed coordination preferences can be utilized in the assembly of light harvesting complexes. The modularity can be enhanced by steric blockers reducing the chances of homoleptic interactions. Thus, multichromophoric systems with light harvesting potential can be accessed by simple procedures. The authors declare no competing financial interest.
